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INTEND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
 

WRITTEN SUBMISSION 
 

My feedback is based on the work Intend does on a daily basis helping companies 

across Scotland (mainly SMEs) with all aspects of public sector tendering. We’ve seen 

lots of examples of SMEs improve their success rate and win contracts in the face of 

competition from larger firms but it does take a significant investment of time and 

resources for them to get to this stage.  

Key comments on proposed Bill: 

SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT DUTY 

Contracting authorities need to ensure that any scored questions introduced in relation 

to this (environmental/economic/social/community benefit) must be proportionate. 

SMEs do not have the resources available to larger firms to implement sustainability 

measures. If tender questions award marks according to the volume of measures a 

bidder can present then SMEs will be disadvantaged  (I’ve already seen questions in 

tenders that do this..) 

 

THRESHOLDS 

Any procurement below the regulated contract threshold levels is invisible to suppliers – 

it will go through Quick Quotes or a similar “internal” process.  This is a double edged 

sword. Buyers can use Quick Quotes to procure from their local supply base which is a 

positive thing but there is little or no control over who they choose to invite to quote and 

in the main they will restrict any Quote opportunity to 3 or 4 suppliers. A company that 

is new to the public market will have to find a way to persuade buyers to send them 

Quick Quote requests (when Buyers search for Suppliers the list of results is an A-Z list 

which may contain dozens of company names so there is a risk that those higher up 

the list will be selected). 

If thresholds were raised to say £100K for goods/services then more opportunities 
would be hidden in the Quotes system and you may get a return to “approved lists” 
which are known internally to Buyers but not open to suppliers.  

We have done a survey of the thresholds currently in place for local authorities for 
publishing on Public Contracts Scotland and most are lower than £50K at the moment – 
typically £30K or £40K+ 

Raising the thresholds may protect local supplier markets by moving more procurement 
into Quick Quotes but it will reduce opportunities for companies in general to pick up 
new work through PCS. Buyers will find that more suppliers will be contacting them 
direct to get on to Quick Quote lists which I’m guessing they do not want to encourage.  
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PQQ PROCESS 

Many smaller companies fall at this first hurdle so a move to remove PQQs from 

procurements below a certain threshold would be welcome (like the £100K limit used in 

UK Govt?) 

The Standard PQQ project originally looked at a process where companies could be 
assessed as part of a general prequalification process and then avoid completing 
PQQs for all future tenders (a bit like Constructionline was supposed to do). It looks this 
aspect of the sPQQ has been scrapped and the system is only data capture. Maybe a 
simple assessed prequal system in Scotland would reduce barriers for SMEs (able to 
present tenders for all opportunities) and reduce time for buyers (no need to spend time 
checking PQQ content for all bidders). 

Technical markets use similar qualification systems – Achilles, FPAL, LinkUp – but 
these are costly for SMEs. Any general Scottish public sector prequalification system 
would need to be free (or very cheap) 

LOTS 
Very important for encouraging SME participation especially as more tenders are 
collaborative so larger scope (eg Scotland Excel, APUC, regional buying consortia).  I 
understand that it’s difficult to make this mandatory for all tenders but may be possible 
to ask for Lots for all tenders where Scotland-wide scope is involved.  
 
OTHER 

Contracts registers – yes please! Some authorities already publish these for lower 
value contracts, very useful for SMEs to find opportunities 
 

 There is no mention of consortium bidding in the Bill – for many SMEs this will be the 
only route to winning a public contract. Need guidelines on how authorities can 
encourage joint tenders (assess combined turnover of partners not individuals, 
recognise that consortium may have limited experience as an entity but should not be 
penalised for this, how to assess insurance for a joint bid etc) 

 Need to prioritise unsatisfactory performance on previous similar contract(s) as a 
reason for non award (many instances of poor performers being awarded repeat 
contracts!) 

 Requirements to give feedback at PQQ stage including names of those selected to 
tender – very positive move 

 Innovation – consider a system like the UKs Solutions Exchange  pilot?  Encourage 
variant tenders (very rarely allowed) 
  

We are working with tender documents and Suppliers in all market sectors (apart from 

defence) on a daily basis and would be happy to provide further input as work on the 

Bill progresses.  

  

Director 

Intend Business Development Ltd     
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